Data-driven respiratory motion tracking and compensation in CZT cameras: a comprehensive analysis of phantom and human images.
This study described a method for tracking and compensating respiratory motion in cadmium-zinc-telluride (CZT) cameras. We evaluated motion effects on myocardial perfusion imaging and assessed the usefulness of motion compensation in phantom and clinical studies. SPECT studies were obtained from an oscillating heart phantom and 552 patients using CZT cameras with list-mode acquisition. Images were reformatted in 500-ms frames, and the activity centroid was calculated as respiratory signal. The myocardial perfusion, left ventricular (LV) wall thickness, and LV volume were assessed before and after the motion compensation technique. In phantom studies, we documented only minimal bias between simulated and measured shifts. Significantly reduced tracer activity, increased wall thickness and decreased volume in scans with 15 mm or more axial shifts were noted. In clinical studies, there was a higher prevalence of significant motion after treadmill exercise. The motion compensation technique could successfully compensate those motion artifacts. The described method allows for tracking and compensating respiratory motion in CZT cameras. Significant respiratory motion is still not uncommon using CZT cameras, especially in patients who underwent treadmill tests. Motion blurring can be compensated using image processing techniques and image quality could be significantly improved.